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First in a line of so/id-state display devices are these one- and three-digit numeric
indicators. Compatible with integrated circuits, they need only BCD input signals
and tive-volt power to display any numeral f rom 0 to I in an array of bright red dots.

Solid-State Displays
By Howard C. Borden and Gerald P. Pighini

Sotrn-srars Dtspr-Ays ARE HERE. Developing them has

taken more than six years of research and development

in light-emitting materials, plus Hewlett-Packard's re-

sources in solid-state technology, integrated-circuit de-

sign and manufacture, ceramic metallization and etching,

and optoelectronic packaging. The result is the new HP

Model 5082-7000 Numeric Indicator, a small, low-

power, all-semiconductor module which accepts four-

line binary-coded-decimal input sigrrals and displays the

corresponding digit, 0 through 9, as an array of brightly

glowing red dots (Fig. 1). A similar but larger module,

Model 5082-7001, displays three digits in line.

Compatibility with integrated circuits is a significant

advantage of the new solid-state indicators

over other types of display devices. They

need only five-volt power and logic levels

of 0 and 5 volts (nominal), compatible

with transistor-transistor logic (TTL) and

diode-transistor logic (DTL).

IC compatibility, in fact, was the prin-

cipal motivating factor in the development

of the solid-state display. However, it

wasn't the only one. The list of advantages

of  so l id-state d isp lays is  impressive.

Among them are thin single-plane presen-

tation, ruggedness, and high 'solid-state'

reliability. Because they are free from fun-

damental degradation mechanisms, they

are expected to have long life. They don't

generate RFI, and they are amenable to

low-cost, high-volume production using

semiconductor batch fabrication techniques.

The new solid-state indicators have other advantages

as well. They have a surface light distribution which

gives constant brightness over wide viewing angles. They

have high contrast and color purity, both of which con-

tribute to readability. They are free from parallax be-

cause they produce all numerals in the same plane, and

they respond in less than one microsecond to input-code

changes; hence they are useful as readout devices when

test results are being photographed with high-speed cam-

eras. The brightness of the solid-state indicators is volt-

age-variable; it can be adjusted for optimum readability

under widely varying ambient light conditions.

Obvious uses of the new indicators are

in instrument panels, status boards, and in-

formation displays, or anywhere a need

exists for a compact, IC-compatible, vari-

able-brightness readout module that can

perform both the decoding function and

the readout function. The possibilities for

these indicators and for future solid-state

displays are intriguing; some are discussed

on page 4.

Itself an instrument manufacturer, Hew-

lett-Packard may eventually become its

own best customer for solid-state read-

outs, especially where a large character

font is needed. Limited character font is a

disadvantage of gaseous display tubes.

Where greater flexibility in alpha-numeric

and symbolic display is needed, as in the
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Fig.1. Model 5082-7000
So/id-Sfate Numeric I ndicatol
accepts tour-line BCD and
displays any numeral
trom 0 to 9 in an arraY of bright
red dots. rt takes five-volt
power and logic levels
co m pati ble w ith i nteg rcted
circuits. Shown here is the bare
module; mounted behind
red glass, only the numeral is
visible.

produced by selectively energizing a matrix of gallium

arsenide phosphide [Ga(As,P)] light-emitting diodes.

There are 28 diodes: 27 are arranged in a 5 x 7 rectarr-

gular array (not all of the 35 matrix locations are oc-

cupied by diodes) and the 28th is offset at the lower left

to serve as a decimal Point.
The characters are designed to preclude ambiguity' It

is unlikely that one number will be mistaken for another,

even if one or two diodes should fail to light.

In this Issue: So/ld-Stafe Disptays; page 2.
So/id-State Displays - Present and Future;
page 4. Measuring Luminance; page 70.
Hybrid Hot Carrier Diodes; page 13. Hybrid
Technglogy Produces Many Useful New De-
vices; page 16.

HP Model 9100A Calculator, HP has used cathode-ray-

tube displays. CRT's are still the most economical solu-

tion to the type of display requirements found in the'cal-

culator. However, CRT's are large, need high voltages,

and must have circuits to generate and recirculate the

characters. Although we don't have it yet, an all-solid-

state alternative to the CRT seems to be desirable. The

new numeric indicators are a first step in that direction.

Optical Characteristics

A display is an interface between a machine and a

man. The man is aftected by the optical characteristics

of the display. Character font, size, color, viewing angle,

brightness, and contrast all contribute to the subjective

effect of the display on the man.

Character Font. Fig. 2 shows the character font of the

new numeric indicators. The numerals 0 through 9 are

Fig. 2. The new sotid-state indicators come in one-digit and three-digit modules. Here tour three-digit

modules disptay the full character font, which includes the numerals 0 through 9 and a decimal point-



Solid-State Displays, Present and Future

The new one-digit  and three-digit  sol id-state numeric indi-
cators are only a beginning. Larger and smaller charac-
ters, larger character sets, more colors, and discrete l ight
sources are under development. Different kinds of displays
are in the future.

Using What's Available Now
Small size, low power, low voltage, and high brightness
make the presently avai lable V+ inch numeric indicators
suitable for a wide range of appl icat ions in commercial and
mil i tary equipment. Displays with as many 250 to 275 char-
acters per square foot can be assembled using one-digit
and three-digit  modules. An obvious use is for numeric
readouts from instruments and electronic data process-
ing equipment. In telemetered or computer-driven status
boards, the modules' small  bulk and high image definit ion
should prove valuable. The numeric indicators have no
sealed-in toxic gases and operate at low voltages, ano so
are part icularly well  suited for closed environments, or for
environments where there are explosion hazards. Their red
color makes them useful for displays in darkrooms or in
areas where personnel must be dark-vision adapted.

Color TV Still Years Away
Although i t  wi l l  surely happen, perhaps another ten years
wil l  pass before sol id-state display technology is suff i-
ciently advanced to make a wall-mounted color television
set practical.  Red, blue, and green l ight-emitt ing diodes
wil l  be needed to produce the visible spectrum with accep_
table color f idel i ty, and at present we lack the means for
producing the blue ones. Cost is another problem. About a
quarter-mil l ior points would be needed for a standard TV
presentation. At today's production costs, the chips alone
would cost nearly 925,000 for a f ive-inch-wide screen.
Power requirements are also a problem. A f ive-inch-wide

screen, 257o saturated to a luminance of 7b fooilamberts,
would need about 100 watts. A square foot of diodes driven
sol idly to a brightness of 50 fooi lamberts would draw about
one ki lowatt,  at the electroluminous eff iciencies lhat are
typical of today's materials. For al l  these reasons. a sol id-
state color TV seems to be years away.

What About the Near Future?
Somewhat nearer to real i ty than sol id-state television dis-
plays are smaller sol id-state characters and symbols which
can be incorporated in probes, micrometers, and other
tools, so the tools themselves wil l  become digital measur-
ing instruments. Small  displays can also be head mounted,
say in a pi lot 's helmet. Character densit ies of 50,000 to
250,000 characters per square foot are feasible, the size
reduction being l imited only by the human side of the
man-machine interface.

Small  displays are potential ly useful as markers in opti-
cal instruments, too. One such application arises when re-
cording data on f i lm. An 18 x 32 dot pattern is sometimes
used to identi fy frames for automatic scanning equipment.
With their nanosecond turn-on and turn-off t imes, l ight-
emitt ing diodes could easi ly supply the dot pattern, which
could then be transmitted to the f i lm by f iber optics.

Alphanumeric Modules Are Imminent
Almost ready for production at Hp are alphanumeric indi-
cators which use lhe same 5 x 7 dot matrix as the new
numeric indicators, with al l  35 posit ions in the matrix occu-
pied by diodes. Six-bit  ASCII code controls the indicators.
The character font, i l lustrated below, includes the letters
A through Z, the digits 0 through g, and the symbols +, -,

) ,  ( ,  . ,  - ,  ?, : ,  / ,  and ,.  Two integrated-circuit  chips de-
code the inputs and drive the diodes. The lC's are designed
so they can be modif ied easi ly and economical ly whenever
a change of font is wanted.



Character Size. The characters are Vq inch high' How-

ever, because of an unexplained subjective phenomenon,

the characters appear larger by at least 5O%. The ap-

parent character height is about 3/a to lz inch. This

phenomenon isn't visible in the photographs in this arti-

cle, so the reader should be aware when looking at these

photographs that a 'living display' would have a substan-

tially difterent subjective effect. After a study of larger

and smaller sizes in various display applications, it was

decided that r/+ inch characters are quite satisfactory for

general instrumentation display, and this size was selected

for the initial products. People with normal vision can

read the characters at distances up to 8 feet.

Both the one-digit and the three-digit indicators are

intended primarily for mounting in a horizontal line. The

minimum center-to-center spacing between characters in

separate modules is limited by the package width to

0.570 inch. Within the three-digit module the character

spacing is 0.400 inch, center-to-center. The minimum

vertical center-to-center spacing is slightly more than one

inch. Large displays in which each character is individ-

ually replaceable can be constructed out of one-digit

modules; such displays can have as many as 250 char-

acters per square foot.

Color. The color of the light emitted by the numeric

indicators is red. It has a dominant wavelength of 655 nm

and is of high purity. Although alloys of gallium, arsenic,

and phosphorus can be made to emit any color between

infrared and green, the luminance (i.e., visual brightness)

of HP's Ga(As,P) alloy is greatest, for a given input

energy, when the light has a wavelength of 655 nm. Red

is also well suited for use in darkrooms, ready rooms,

and other dark environments, since it impairs the eye's

dark-adaptation considerably less than other colors.

Brightness. Typical Ga(As,P) diodes used in the nu-

meric indicators produce luminances of 75 footlamberts

with 4.0 Vdc applied to the module. At 50 fL brighf

ness, the characters appear quite bright under normal

factory lighting. Brightness can be varied between 5 and

more than 50 footlamberts by adjusting the dc voltage

applied to the 'LEDf' terminal of the module. As shown

in Fig. 3, the luminance variation is nearly linear from

three to four volts.

Reduced display brightness is desirable in dark rooms,

or where power is at a premium. The power input to

the light-emitting diodes varies roughly linearly with

LED+ voltage, as does the power dissipated in the

current-limiting circuits in the module. Power to the logic

circuits in the module remains constant at about 150 mW.

Fig. 3. The brightness ot the solid-state indicatorc can
be adiusted by varying the voltage applied to the LED+
terminal of the module. Variable brightness and red color
make the indicators usetut in dark working environments.

Contrast. Contrast is the ratio of the luminance of a

lighted diode to the luminance of the surrounding area,

which in this case is a white ceramic substrate with gold

metallic striping. For optimum contrast, the numeric in-

dicators should be viewed through a red 'notch' filter.

(The filter isn't supplied with the indicators.) Ideally, the

filter should transmit l0O% of the red light from the

diodes (density - 0) and O.lVo or less of the rest of the

visible spectrum (density > 3.0). Rohm and Haas'Plexi-

Sas ft2423 as it is presently manufactured isn't quite

this good, but it is effective and inexpensive'

Viewing Angle. There are two general display situa-

tions. One is typified by bench-mounted instruments; here

wide viewing angle is important, either so several instru-

ments can be observed by one operator, or so a group of

people can observe the same display. In such applica-

tions the new numeric indicators can be viewed from

angles as great as 60o from the normal in a horizontal

plane and as great as 70o in a vertical plane. They have

a cosine, or Lambertian, surface light distribution, mean-

ing their light is equally dispersed in all directions; this

makes their brightness independent of viewing angle.

The second display situation is typified by an aircraft

instrument panel, where the observer's head is in a rela-

tively fixed position with respect to the display. In these

situations it's often desirable to trade off wide-angle view-

ability for minimized light reflection or for the higher



Fig. 4. Model 5082-7000 Sotid-
State Numeric lndicators con-
sisf ot 28 gall ium arsenide
phosphide red-light-emitti ng
cliodes and an lC chip contain-
ing some 400 circuit elements,
all mounted on a ceramic sub-
strcte and sealed in a case
designed for wide-angle view-
ability. On the substrafe is a
metal interconnection pattern.

They are:
I one line for a 5 Vdc filtered power supply for inte-

grated-circuit logic operation. This supply should be
regulated to prevent overvoltage conditions and should
be able to provide about 30 mA per digit.

r one line (LEDf) for a 4.0 Vdc light-emitting-diode
power supply, capable of providing up to 200 mA per
digtt.* If brightness variation is required, this supply
should be variable from about 2.0 to 4.0 volts.

r four lines for 8-4-2-I BCD negative logic, 3.5 V <'0' < 5.0 V, 0 V < '1' < 1.5 V The BCD coding,
Table I, conforms to ASCII coding.

I one line for decimal point control. A 10 mA, current-
limited source is needed. It is turned on to illuminate
the decimal point.

r one line for ground, common to all signals and power
supplies.
The decoding circuitry has no memory, so the display

will conform to the input code within less than a micro-
second-=typically less than 200 ns. The modules also
have no overvoltage protection. Transients exceeding 6
V on the BCD lines or the integrated-circuit power-
supply lead, or exceeding 5 V on the LEDf lead, may
cause damage, so protection should be provided.

Mechanical and Thermal Characterislics

At 50 fL average diode brightness, and with the num-
bers 5 or 8 illuminated, (L7 diodes lighted), the light-
emitting diodes dissipate about 250 mV{ Another 250

' The LED supply may also be a full-v{ave-rectified unfiltered source of frequency
50 Hz or higher. Lotver frequencies can be used if noticeable flicker is not ob_
iect ionable.

efficiency possible with narrowJobe light emission. The
radiation pattern of the numeric indicators can be modi-
fied by appropriate filters, lenses, and shades.

Electrical Characteristics

While the optical characteristics of the manlmachine
interface are important to the man, the machine is more
interested in the electrical characteristics of the display.

Each digit of the solid-state indicators has eight inputs.

Table I. Binary Code Truth Table

Nole :  Negat ivs  Log ic '0 '  -  L ine  H igh :  3 .5  <  V <  5 .0, t ,  =  L i n o  L o w :  0 . 0  < V  < 1 . 5



mW is dissipated by the decoding circuitry. Hence the

modules are rated at Vz watt per digit. Heat sinking
should be adequate to dissipate this amount of power

with a temperature rise of 10oC or less above ambient.

In mounting the display modules, care should be

taken to protect their glass front windows. The indicators
don't need a vacuum, so they'll continue to operate even
with substantial package damage. However, the hermetic

seal will be lost if the front window is broken, and this
may reduce the life of the module.

The leads of the indicator modules are 0.100 inch

apart, compatible with current printed-circuit-board

practice.

How They're Made

Five basic elements make up the one-digit solid-state
numeric indicators, as shown in the exploded diagram
Fig. 4. All the parts except the case are manufactured by
Hewlett-Packard. Tekform Products Company manu-
factures the case. The five elements are:
r A ceramic substrate. The front of the substrate is thin-

film metallized and photolithographically etched to
form an interconnection pattern consisting-bf 8 input
pads and 18 output drive lines. The back of the sub-
strate is also metallized so the thermal resistance be-
tween the substrate and the case will be low.

r Twenty-eight gallium arsenide phosphide redJight-
emitting diode chips. Twenty-seven are arrayed in a 5
x 7 matrix and one is offset to serve as a decimal point.
The cathodes of the diodes are bonded to the metal
interconnection pattern on the substrate. The light is
emitted from the anode side of the diodes. All of the
anodes are wired togther and connected to the metal-
lized substrate by ultrasonic lead bonding, using 0.001
inch aluminum wire.

r A monolithic silicon integrated-circuit chip. The chip
translates standard 8-4-2-1, binary-coded-decimal in-
put codes into 18 current-limited outputs which drive
the 27 diodes in the 5 x 7 matrix. (A separate external
soirrce drives the decimal point.) The IC chip has only
18 outputs because certain combinations of the 27
diodes are always lighted together. The IC terminals
are connected to the metal layer on the substrate by
ultrasonic bonding, using 0.001 inch aluminum wire.

I A tin-plated Kovaro case with glass-to-metal-sealed

leads. The case is designed for wide-angle readability
of the characters. The ceramic substrate is soldered to
the case.

@ Westinghouse Electric Corporation

I A glass window cover whose coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion is matched to that of the case. The glass is
joined to the case with epoxy to form a hermetic seal.

Ga(As,P) Light-Emitting Diodes

Each light-emitting diode chip is a simple mesa struc-
ture (see Fig. 5). An n-type alloy of gallium arsenide
phosphide is grown epitaxially on a gallium arsenide sub-
strate. The p region is then diffused and capped with a
comb-type metal anode. The comb-type anode distributes
the diode current evenly over the diode's cross-section
while masking less than 25% of the light.

When forward bias is applied to the diode, the poten-
tial barrier at the junction is reduced so current can flow.
Electrons are injected into the p region and holes.are
injected into the n region. Eventually these minority car-
riers recombine, and in some of the recombinations
energy is given off as photons. Most of the light is gener-

ated in a space charge layer about 0.5 pm wide on the
p side of the junction, where several percent of the re-
combinations result in near-edge photons - that is, pho-
tons whose energy is near the bandgap energy.

Since the anode surface is very close to the junction,

most of the light generated internally reaches the surface.
However, only a few percent of the photons escape. The
loss is caused by internal surface reflection, which is a
result of the di.fference between the refractive index of
the Ga(As,P) alloy (n = 3.5) and that of its surround-
ings (n = 1.0).

Ffg. 5. Each light-emitting diode chip is a mesa-type
p-n junction diode. Light is given olt in recombinations
of minority carriers, prcdominantly on the p side of the

iunction. The comb anode gives even cuffent distribu-
tion while blocking /ess than 25o/o ol the light.



comes constant, and diode luminance increases nearly
linearly, for diode currents of 3 mA to 100 mA. Typical
diodes have junction areas of 0.002 cm' and electro-
luminous efficiencies of 15 footlamberts per ampere per

square centimeter; this is equivalent to a brightness of
'15 

fL at 10 mA. Efficiencies as high as 100 fL/A/cm'
have been observed in some diodes.

The light-emitting properties of the diodes are very

stable with time. The diodes' half-life, the time required
for the luminance to decrease to 50% of its original
value, appears to be more than 100,000 hours. This

estimate is based on presently available data, straight-
l ine extrapolated to the 50% point.

Composition Delermines Electroluminous Efficiency

Ga l l i um a rsen ide  phosph ide  has  the  fo rmu la
GaAs,-'P., where x is between 0 and 1. The value of x
determines the optical bandgap energy, which in turn de-
termines the radiation wavelength for near-edge emission
(photon wavelength is inversely proportional to energy,
and the energy of near-edge photons is approximately the
bandgap energy). We have found that the electrolumi-
nous efficiency of the Ga(As,P) we are now producing

is highest for a composition in which x is 0.4 (see Fig. 6).
This corresponds to a bandgap energy of 1.9 electron-
volts and a wavelength of 655 nm, and gives the diode
its characteristic red color. Although the eye's response
to this wavelength is only 10% of its peak response

Fig. 6. ,9ed was chosen as the color of the light emitted
by the new so/id-stafe indicators because the electo-
luminous etliciency of HP's gallium arsenide phosphide
alloy is highest tor that color. Electroluminous eff iciency
is a measure ol visual brightness pet unit diode current.
I t  is a tunction of the al loy composit ion, that is, the value
of x in the totmula GaAs,-,P,.

At very low diode currents, that is, currents in the
nanoampere range, only a small fraction of the total diode
current contributes to light emission. As the current is
increased into the milliampere range, the electroluminous
efficiency also increases. Electroluminous efficiency, ex-
pressed in footlamberts per unit current density, is a
measure of the perceived brightness that results from a
given amount of current. Electroluminous efficiency be-

Fig. 7. Ga(As,P) waters up to
two inches in diameter are
grown in this HP-designed ver-
ti cal-f low, RF -heated, col d-wal l,
dual-reactot, vapor-phase epi-
taxial system. The light-emitting
diodes are made lrom these
walets. All parts of the solid-
state indicatots except the
case are nade by HP.

t
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(which occurs at 555 nm), it isn't possible to generate

a brighter l ight for a given current at wavelengths

shorter than 655 nm. This is because the number of pho-

tons generated per unit current drops more sharply with

decreasing wavelength than the eye's sensitivity increases.

The tradeoff between the eye's response and the ef-

ficiency of photon generation, which is controlled by

varying the value of x in the formula GaAsl-xPx, was

only one of many tradeoffs that had to be decided upon

as the light-emitting diodes were developed. Material

was the first variable. Ga(As,P) was selected because its

bandgap energy is high enough to provide visible light,

its doping profile can be closely controlled, and its near-

edge recombination mechanism is relatively strong com-

pared to competing energy-dissipating recombinations.

Another tradeoff was how to optimize the injection of

electrons into the p side of the junction. This is controlled

properties are quite uniform from diode to diode. (A typi-

cal wafer had a mean luminance of 291fL at 10 A/cm'

and a standard deviation of only 25 fL.)

RF induction heating was chosen for the reactor in-

stead of resistance heating for the following reasons.

I It is posSible to keep all of the glass portions of the

apparatus at temperatures well below those of the re-

action zone, thereby minimizing a possible source of

contamination.

r The thermal mass of an induction heated system can

be made small, thereby reducing the total time re-

quired for the growth process.

I Sharp temperature profiles, desirable for high deposi-

tion efficiency, are easily achieved.

I The volume of the system for a given substrate area

can generally be made smaller than a comparable re-

Hg. 8. rhe tc chip decodes BCD input signals into ten signals representing the digits

O through 9. Ihese signa/s arc then encoded into signals which drive grcups ol diodes.
There are 18 groups, and the diodes in each group are always lighted together' A two-

step decodelencode pfocess was chosen so the input code or character tont could

be changed simply by changing the interconnections between the logic elements'

by the dopants and the doping profiles that are used in
the diodes. The six years that were required to develop
the diodes were largely spent in unravelling the complex
physics and determining the tradeoffs involved. t1l

Special Manulacturing Facility

It was necessary to create a source of Ga(As,P) that
would be capable of maintaining sufficiently close control
over composition, doping profiles, and dimensions.
Therefore, a special reactor I2l was designed and built by
HP (Fig. 7). It is a vertical-flow, RF-heated, cold-wall,
dual-reactor, vapor-phase epitaxial system capable of
growing wafers of Ga(As,P) up to two inches in diameter.
The system holds the phosphorus-to-arsenic ratio con-
stant within +IVo across the growing epitaxial layer.
Because of this precise control, the entire wafer of
Ga(As,P) can be used to make diodes, and light-emitting

sistance-heated unit. This gives shorter system time
constants when time-variant gas flow rates are used.

Heating is accomplished by the inductive coupling be-
tween an RF solenoid and a high-purity graphite suscep-
tor. Since the skin depth of the RF field in graphite is a
few millimeters at the operating frequency (450 kHz),
the interior of the chamber is heated primarily by radia-
tion from the outer walls of the susceptor.

GaAs substrates are placed on a horizontal pedestal
within the susceptor so the growth surface is normal to
the gas flow. Gas flows are measured with electronic
flowmeters to ensure the required degree of control and
reproducibility in the growth process. The phosphorus
(in the form of PH') flow is automatically programmed
by an electromechanical valve to achieve the desired
profile of phosphorus within the epitaxial layer. Flow



Measuring Luminance
At HP, diode luminance is measured by opti-

cal ly imaging the diode's l ight-emitt ing surface

on a fiber-optic probe. The fiber-optic probe

transmits the l ight through a f i l ter. From the

fi l ter the l ight goes to a photomult ipl ier tube,

and the tube's output is measured by a digi-

tal voltmeter which reads directly in footlam-

berts. The system is calibrated using a 100 fL

standard source. Matched photopic-filter/pho-

t o m u l t i p l i e r - t u b e  a s s e m b l i e s  a n d  c e r t i f i e d

sources, traceable to N.B.S., are purchased

from Gamma Scienti f ic Corporation. The elec-

tr ical response of the f i l ter/ photomult ipl ier

assemblies to photon excitation matches the

response of the human eye.

F
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rates can be changed very quickly, so a wide variety of
compositional profiles can be obtained.

Substrate temperature is controlled to -+ 1oC or better
by a closed-loop control system whose thermocouple
sensing element is located within the substrate pedestal.
Temperatures elsewhere in the susceptor are measured
by optical pyrometry. The temperature of the arsenic
(in the form of AsClr) reservoir is controlled by a ther-
moelectric cooling unit.

The initial capacity of the light-emitting-diode pro-
duction facility is about 1.5 million diodes per year.

The integrated Circuits and ceramic substrates for the
solid-state numeric indicators are also manufactured by
HP. An automatic machine is now being developed to
sort and test the diodes and IC chips, then orient them
and attach them to the substrates. Testing is done by a
data acquisition and processing system controlled by an
HP 2l l64 Computer.

lC Decode-Encode Logic

Some 400 circuit elements are contained in the IC
chip used in the solid-state numeric indicator modules.
Four basic functions are performed in the chip (Fig. 8).
Incoming four-line BCD signals are first complemented,
Then the eight signals - the four BCD input signals and
their four complements - are decoded into ten mutually
exclusive line signals, each of which will excite one of
the ten decimal digits 0 through 9. Of the sixteen pos-

sible binary input codes, the six that don't represent a
decimal digit produce blanks. Complementing the BCD
inputs was done to minimize the overall complexity of
the IC chip; it greatly simplifies the decoding circuitry.

The third function performed in the IC is to encode
the ten mutually exclusive line signals into signals that
select the proper diodes to produce each character.
Diodes that are always lighted together are excited by a
single output from the IC chip. The number of diode
groups required to produce ten digits is eighteen, so the
chip has eighteen outputs. Each of the ten mutually ex-
clusive line signals activates a subset of the eighteen out-
puts. These diode drive signals then go through combina-
tion power amplifiers and current limiters, and excite the
light-emitting diodes.

The two-step decode-encode organization was chosen
to allow some flexibility in changing the input and output
options of the chip. The chip is the electrical equivalent
of a ten-position, eighteen-gang switch which has series
resistors in all of its outputs and is operated by four BCD
signal lines. By simple changes in one of the masks used
in making the IC, either positive or negative BCD inputs
can be accommodated, and any 10 of the 2'8 pdssible
output combinations can be selected. Therefore, changes
in character font, presentation of special symbols, or
changes in input code can be accomplished quite easily.

Each of the four binary input lines is connected to
twenty grounded-collector pnp transistors in the decod-

I
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ing area of the IC chip. It is connected to the bases of

ten of these directly. Between the input and the other

ten transistors is an npn emitter follower, which drives

an inverter; the input line is connected to the base of the

emitter follower, and the inverter output is connected to

the bases of the ten pnp transistors. Thus there are eighty
pnp transistors in the decoding area of the IC chip. How-

ever, not all are operational. Only those needed for the
desired decoding function are given emitter connections.

The direct-connected pnp transistors that have emitter
connections are active when the binary input signal is in

the low state (0V). The emitter follower, the inverter,

and the remaining pnp transistors that have emitter con-

nections are active when the binary input signal is in the
.high state (5V). Emitter connections are made by etching
holes in the oxide layer of the chip. When the metal inter-
connection layer is added, the metal comes in contact
with the emitter of a transistor only where there is a hole

in the oxide. Thus the chip can be made to respond to
either positive logic or negative logic simply by changing
the oxide cut mask used in making the IC.

The same technique allows flexibility in changing the
output code of the IC chip. Each of the ten lines going

from the binary-to-decimal decoder into the decimal-to-

diode-select encoder is connected to eighteen npn emit-
ter-follower OR gates. However, not all of the 180 npn
transistors are connected. Oxide cuts are made for emit-
ter connections only where connections are needed to
turn on one of the eighteen diode drive lines. Any drive
line is turned on when one of the ten mutually exclusive
decimal lines is turned on and the encoding npn transis-
tor for the drive line has an emitter connection.

Diode Drive Circuit

From the decimal-to-diode-select encoding circuitry,
each of the eighteen diode drive lines goes to an npn
grounded-emitter inverter. which drives a pnp emitter
follower. Between the pnp emitter and the output con-
nection to the light-emitting diode is a currentJimiting
resistor. The resistor is connected to the n side (cathode)

of the light-emitting diode, and the p side (anode) of the
diode is connected to the LED-f terminal of the module.
Between this terminal and the ground terminal of the
module is the external light-emitting-diode power supply,
its positive side connected to the LED+ terminal. When
the diode-is forward biased (turned on), about 1.6 volts
appear across the diode, and less than one volt appears

across the saturated pnp emitter follower. The remainder
of the power supply voltage appears across the current-
limiting resistor. As the power supply voltage is varied,
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the diode and emitter-follower voltage drops remain

nearly constant. The voltage across the resistor, and

therefore the diode current, varies nearly linearly with

the power supply voltage. This makes the brightness of

the diode vary almost linearly with the supply voltage.

All of the currentlimiting resistors are closely matched
(a characteristic of IC's) so the brightnesses of the indi-

vidual diodes are very nearly equal.

The total time required for a change in input code to

travel through the IC is about 100 ns. The response time

of the light-emitting diodes is about 10 ns, so the total

response time of the display is typically about 110 ns.

The IC chip is a low-resistivity p* substrate with a

p-type epitaxial layer. The output currents flow through

the substrate, thereby minimizing the current density in

the aluminum interconnecting metal. This construction

is a departure from the conventional IC, which is grown

on an n+ substrate.
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Hybrid Hot Carrier Diodes
These unique combinations of p-n junctions and Schottky barriers have
the high breakdown voltage and high-temperature characferisfics of sili-
con, the low turn-on voltage of germanium, and the speed of Schot-
tky barrier devices. What's more, they can be produced at low cost.

By Robert A. Zettler and A. Michael Cowley

Scnorrry  BARRIER DIoDES, a lso cal led hot  carr ier
diodes, have a combination of characteristics that make
them hard to beat as switching devices in high-speed

computers and as microwave mixers, detectors, and
rectifiers. They have the high-frequency characteristics
of point contact diodes, but have much higher reverse

breakdown voltages. They have uniformity, reproduci-
bility, and reliability approaching those of p-n junction

diodes, and they have low noise and nearly ideal diode
I-V characteristics.

One thing that has been missing, however, is low cost.
It has been difficult to make high-reliability Schottky
barrier diodes economically. If the devices are passivated
to make them easier to produce and to give them high

storage temperatures, they have low reverse breakdown
voltages-typically 5 to 10 volts. If the devices aren't
passivated, they have higher reverse breakdown voltages
- 30 volts or more - and are more reliable, but they
have maximum storage temperatures of only 125oC and
they are harder to produce and therefore more expensive.

The approach taken in our laboratory has been to
combine planar p-n junction technology with passivated
Schottky barrier techniques to produce a hybrid diode.l'l
The first device of this type to reach full production is
Model 5082-2800, which has a reverse breakdown volt-
age greater than 70 volts, 20OoC operating and storage
temperature, effective minority-carrier lifetime less than
100 picoseconds, and turn-on voltage of only 410 milli-
volts at 1 mA. It also has low leakage current and will
withstand 20,000 g shock. Most important, it can be
produced at less than one-fifth the uost of older hot car-
rier diodes. It is, in fact, comparable in cost to p-n junc-

tion diodes.*

Other hybrid devices are now near production or in

'The p-n junct ion guard r ing-Schottky barr ier  or  hybr id approach was f i rs t  d isc losed
for  patent  purposes by R. W. Soshea of  Hewlet t -Packard Associates in 1965, and
was later  independent ly c0nceived by Lepsel ter  and Sze of  Bel l  Telephone Lab0ra-
tories (see reference 2).

development (see page 16). In some, the reverse break-
down voltages have been lowered to 15 or 20 volts to
get higher forward conductance and lower capacitance.
In others, parameters have been optimized for power
rectification. All of these hybrid diodes are rugged, can
withstand high temperature, and have low turn-on volt-
ages and low cost.

Passivated and Unpassivated Diodes

The Schottky barrier diode is a rectifying metal-seml-
conductor junction. Any of several metals (gold, molyb-
denum, titanium, chromium, nickel, nichrome, alumi-
num, and others) can be used in conjunction with either
n-type or p-type silicon. N-type silicon is nearly always
preferred because it gives better high-frequency perform-
ance (electrons, the majority carriers in n-type silicon,
have higher mobility than holes, the majority carriers in
p-type silicon).

Fig. 1 compares passivated and unpassivated Schottky
barrier diodes. The unpassivated diode is made by de-
positing a matrix of metal dots on a bare silicon surface.
Then, by random probing with a metal whisker, contact
is made to one of the dots. Reliability is normally high,
but the maximum storage temperature is low, and the
cost is high because of the random-probing technique.

The passivated Schottky barrier diode is made by first
forming a passivating layer of silicon dioxide, SiOr, on
the silicon surface, then etching a hole in the passivating
layer and depositing a layer of metal over the hole and
the surrounding area. One technique for making contact
with the metal is to deposit a gold button on the metal,
using standard photoresist and plating techniques. Con-
tact with the gold button is easily made in one try with a
metal ribbon. Alternatively, contact can be made directly
to the relatively large metal area, using a metal whisker.

In the passivated diode, the layer of SiO, protects the
edge of the diode and improves yield. Standard mass-
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above to such an extent that hybrid diodes can have re-
verse breakdown voltages of several hundred volts. Our
first hybrid diode, the HP 5082-2800, has a reverse
breakdown voltage of 70 V Similar devices which are
optimized for certain receiver applications have reverse
breakdown voltages of 15 or 2O Y; these are the HP
5082-281.1. and the HP 5082-2810.

l-V Characteristics

A possible equivalent circuit for the hybrid structure
is shown in Fig. 3(a). It consists of two diodes in parallel,
one representing the p-n junction and one representing
the Schottky barrier. Fig. 3(b) is a sketch of the antici-
pated forward I-V characteristics of the two diode com-
ponents alone, and of the total forward I-V character-
istic. The composite characteristic is dominated by the
p-n junction at the higher voltages, where the p-n junc-

tion injects appreciable minority-carrier charge and
hence modulates the conductivity of the n-type silicon
layer. If permitted to happen, injection by the p-n junc-

tion will limit the switching speed at high current levels,
because it results in minority-carrier charge storage. At
low levels the I-V characteristic is essentially that of the
Schottky barrier, so the low-level switching speed will
not be limited by storage efiects, Nevertheless, a loss of
switching speed at high current levels, if allowed to hap-
pen, would seriously limit the usefulness of the hybrid
structure, especially in applications such as computer core
drivers and high-frequency modulators. However, it is
possible, to avoid this loss of speed at high current levels.

Fag. 2. Hybtid Schottky barrier diode has a diflused p-n
junction guard ring under the metal and the passivating
oxide layer. Proper choices of metal and diftusion pro-
tile give the new diodes high rcverce breakdown volt-
ages, low noise, and nearly ideal l-V characteristics.

Fig. 1. Two types ot Schottky barrier diodes that pre-
ceded the new hybrid type. (a) Unpassivated Schottky
barrier diode is expensive to ptoduce and has relatively
low maximum storage tempetaturc. (b) Passivated diode
is /ess cost/y and has higher storage temperature, but
has low reverse-breakdoUvn voltage (typically 5 to 10 V).

production techniques can be used, and this combined

with higher yield brings costs down. However, it has been

observed that this type of diode seldom has a reverse

breakdown voltage as high as 20 V Usually it is much

lower. It is believed that the reason for this lies in the

complex interface of the metal, silicon, and SiO, at the

edge of the Schottky barrier formed in the hole in the

oxide layer. Besides the usual effects of surface states

and oxide charge associated with the passivating film,

there may be finite-thickness oxide films extending over

the semiconductor around the periphery of the hole. Even

if there are no oxide films, the interface can be viewed as

a degenerate case of a p-n junction which has nearly

zero radius of curvature. In this type of junction there

would be very high electric fields which would produce

avalanche currents at relatively low applied voltages.l3lt4l

Another problem with passivated Schottky barrier

diodes on n-type silicon is excess low-frequency noise.

This, too, is believed to arise at the edge of the Schottky

barrier.

Hybrid Diodes

The new hybrid device, sketched in Fig. 2, is basically

a passivated Schottky barrier diode. The essential feature

of the device is a diftused guard ring of p-type silicon

which extends in planar fashion under the passivating

oxide. The Schottky barrier is formed in the interior of

the ring and makes electrical contact with the p-n junc-

tion. The guard ring reduces the edge efiects mentioned
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Fig. 3(a) Hybrid diode equivatent circuit, assuming the
contact between the metal and the difiused ring is
ohmic, or non-rectitying. (b) l-V charccteilstic expected
from this structurc. Shape is typicat ot gold/silicon and
p lati nu m-si I ic i de / si I i co n hy brid d iodes.

Another Equivalent Gircuit
The model shown in Fig. 3(a) implicitly assumes thar

the metal used to form the Schottky barrier with the
n-type silicon forms an ohmic (non-rectifying) contact
to the diffused p region. This is true for a p* difiusion and
virtually any metal, since the current flow can proceed by
a tunneling mechanism. An ohmic contact can also occur
if the metal has a high barrier height on n-type silicon,
because it then has a low barrier height on p-type silicon.
In this case the ohmic contact is the result of a very high
saturation current for the reverse-polarity Schottky bar-
rier diode formed on the diffused p-type region.

However, ohmic contact need not exist for properly
chosen combinations of metals and diffused region sur-
face concentrations. This can be seen as follows. It has
been established that the sum of the barrier heights of a
given metal on n-type and p-type samples of a given
semiconductor should equal the bandgap of the semi-
conductor, excluding the effects of image-force lower-
ing.tsl 4 metal having a barrier height of, say, 0.6 V on

Fig. 4(a) Equivalent circuit ot hybrid diode, assuming a
rectitying contact between the metal and the diltused
ring. Molybdenum/silicon and titanium/silicon hybrid
diodes behave like this. The new Hp 5082-2800 is a
molybdenum/silicon diode. (b) /-y characteristics ot
the two branches in (al.

n-type silicon will, to a good approximation, have a bar-
rier height of about 1.1 - 0.6 - 0.5 V on p-type silicon.
(The bandgap of silicon is 1.1 V) Using a metal like this,
it is possible to form opposite-polarity, rectifying Schot-
tky barriers over a diffused p-n junction provided that
the concentration at the surlace ol the difiused region is
not so high as to permit large tunneling currents. The
equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 should then be modified to
the three-diode model shown in Fig. 4(a). The third diode
represents the rectifying contact between the metal and
the difiused region.

The essential feature of this modification is that the
metal-to-p-type Schottky barrier in series with the p-n
junction is reverse biased when the main Schottky bar-
rier and the p-n junction are forward biased, so that most
of the applied forward voltage on the left branch in Fig.
4(a) appears across the [everse biased Schottky barrier.
The amount of current that the p-n junction can inject,
Fig. 4(b), is limited by the reverse current of the metal-
to-p-type Schottky barrier. Therefore, the rectifying con-
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tact to the p region can be used to reduce or eliminate

the charge storage under heavy forward bias, This tech-

nique is responsible for the new hybrid diodes' high

switching speed even at high current levels.

Choosing the Metaland Diffusion Profi le

It has been our experience that Schottky barrier diodes

which have good reverse characteristics are difficult to

fabricate on n-t)?e or p-type silicon which has a surface

concentration greater than about 10'8/cm3. Therefore,

the surface concentration of the diffused ring must be

limited to a value lower than 10'8 if the equivalent circuit

of Fig. 4(a) is to apply. Also, the dependence of the re-

vsrse current on the choice of metal must be considered.

The saturation current of a Schottky barrier is given

in the emission model bylul

I s :  A  A x T 2 e

where A is the area of the

Richardson constant (which

-qtduo - t6(V)l

KT

diode, A* is the effective

is approximately the free

Hybrid Technology Produces Many Useful New Devices

Hybrid hot-carr ier-diode technology has made possible a
number of new semiconductor devices now in or near pro-

duction at HP. These devices are expected to be widely
useful,  either because they cost much less than older de-
vices, or because they have much improved performance
characterist ics. The hybrid process puts hot carr ier diodes
on a  near ly  equa l  foo t ing  w i th  p -n  junc t ion  d iodes  in  such
areas as rel iabi l i ty, ruggedness, and economics, and the
hybrid diodes have al l  the advantages of Schottky barr ier
devices as well .

High Voltage, High Temperature
The f irst hybrid diode to be produced is the HP 5082-2800,
which has a reverse breakdown voltage greater than 70 V
and a maximum operating and storage temperature of
200oC. l ts low cost, high-temperature capabil i ty, rel iabi l i ty,
and rugged contact structure have led to i ts use in high-
volume project i le fuze production and in other appl icat ions
requir ing similar characterist ics. Low cost also makes i t  a
prac t ica l  rep lacement  fo r  o rd inary  p -n  junc t ion  d iodes  in
many RF and digital appl icat ions in a wide range of mil i tary
and commerc ia l  equ ipment .  l t  i s  par t i cu la r ly  use fu l  in  d ig -
i tal circuits which cal l  for low forward turn-on voltage or
sub-nanosecond switching t imes. In fast sampling gates i ts
high reverse breakdown voltage gives wide dynamic range,
i ts low turn-on voltage gives low offsets, and i ts negl igible
charge storage gives high sampling eff iciency and further
freedom from offsets.

Resistance to burnout, high reverse breakdown voltage,
and negligible charge storage make the 5082-2800 an
eff icient rect i f ier or high-level detector through UHF. l t  can
also be used as a wide-dynamic-range UHF mixer or modu-
lator at high local-osci l lator levels.

Microwave Mixers and Detectors
Other hot carr ier diodes are being made by the same hybrid
process that is used in the 5082-2800. In some of these
diodes, the epitaxial- layer thickness and resist ivi ty, the
active-area size, and other characterist ics are optimized to
produce, for example, a higher forward conductance and a
lower barr ier capacitance at the expense of a lower reverse
breakdown voltage. This tradeoff gives the diodes optimum
characterist ics for receiver appl icat ions at frequencies well

into L band. They can be used as mixers or detectors, and
they have the same resistance to burnout, ruggedness,
rel iabi l i ty, high operating temperature, and low cost as the
higher-voltage version. Two of these diodes, the HP 5082-
2810 and the HP 5082-2811, are now in the early phases of
production. Other types (HP 5082-2818 and HP 5082-2819),
which have microwave mixer noise-f igure and detection-
sensit ivi ty specif icat ions, are well  along in development
and w i l l  be  announced la te r  th is  year .

Rectifiers Under Development
Hybrid hot-carr ier-diode technology can also be applied to
the problems of high-frequency power rect i f icat ion, and
high-current, fast-r ise pulse switching and clamping. Cur-
rently under development are large-area high-breakdown
hybrid hot carr ier chips, packaged in low-thermal-resist-
ance, high-dissipation enclosures. They have demonstrated
an abi l i ty to handle average currents of 10 amperes or
more at working inverse voltages over 50 volts. Their rect i-
f icat ion eff iciency at one ampere peak forward current is
as good at - l  MHz as that of most p-n junction ' fast-recov-

ery ' rec t i f ie rs  i s  a t  10  kHz,  ye t  they  are  jus t  as  rugged as
the p-n junction devices and have the same sharp, clegn,
reverse avalanche breakdown characterist ics.

Eff icient rect i f icat ion at higher frequencies means that
switching regulators and dc-to-dc power converters can
be des igned w i th  smal le r  and l igh ter  f i l te r  components .  An
addit ional benefi t  of hybrid hot carr ier power rect i f iers is
freedom from reverse-recovery transient spikes caused by
stored charge; such spikes frequently produce substantial
radio-frequency interference when p-n junction recti f iers
are useo.

Where low-voltage, high-current dc power supplies are
needed, such as for systems employing quanti t ies of inte-
grated circuits, a hybrid hot carr ier rect i f ier can provide a
lower forward turn-on voltage; this improves the recti f ica-
t ion eff iciency, since the principal losses are due to the
forward voltage drop of the recti f ier. As a result,  smaller,
more compact, more rel iable power supplies for computer
app l ica t ions  shou ld  be  poss ib le .  An add i t iona l  benef i t  i s
freedom from reverse transients, which el iminates the high-
level, fast-r ise noise spikes often generated by p-n junction

recti f iers.
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electron value for silicon),tzt and Sro is the barrier height
for zero field. t6(V) is the image force correction to the
barrier height and is given by I8l

^+(v): [# (r""*, -+)]"' (2)
where N2,,1 is donor or acceptor density, es is the semi-
conductor dielectric constant, and V so is the difiusion
potential of the Schottky barrier (dro minus the Fermi
energy).

According to (1) and (2), the reverse current of the
Schottky barrier depends only weakly on the carrier
density or applied voltage (neglecting tunneling) but de-
pends very strongly on gao. For electron-beam evapo-
rated molybdenum, dBo - 0.42 on p-type silicon; satura-
tion current Iu for a diode of area 10-' cm, and N" -

5 \ 701? /cm3 would be about 160 pA. Under the same
conditions a gold barrier (gso = 0.3 V on p-type silicon)
can provide a current at 1 V reverse of about 17.5 mA.
For platinum silicide, with {ro - O.25 on p-type silicon,
the saturation current is about 120 mA. Thus, the gold
and platinum silicide contacts to the difiused ring, because
of their high saturation currents, are essentially ohmic,
while the molybdenum contact is a fairly good rectifier
which limits the current in the p-n junction, thereby pre-
venting charge storage to a great extent.

We have chosen molybdenum as the metal to be used
in the new hybrid diodes.

Gharacteristics Agree With Theory

Fig. 5 shows a forward I-V characteristic of a typical
molybdenum hybrid diode formed on n-type silicon. The
value of 'n' (sometimes called the 'ideality factor') in the
relation

I : I t ( s o v l n k r - l )

was 1.01. This agrees with the value of n calculated from
the image force effect.tel

The reverse characteristics of this diode are shown in
Fig, 6. The diode breakdown at 10 pA is approximately
87 V and sharp. The reverse characteristics are plotted
on a semi-logarithmic scale vs (V * Vuo - kT/q)rt+ 16
show that the increase of reverse current with voltage
follows the V|/a dependence expected from image force
lowering. The slope of the curve expected from Eqs. (1)
and (2) using a dielectric constant of e : 1j..7 q is 2.52
V1/1/decade. The measured value is2.47 yl/n/decade.

Fig. 5, Forward l-V charccteristic ot typicat
Mo-Si hybrid diode contorms c/ose/y to theory.

Fig. 6. Reverse l-V characteristic ot typicat Mo-Si hybrid
diode, showing essentialty exact agreement with image
torce lowering theory.



Both the forward and the reverse characteristics agree

very well with simple Schottky barrier diode theory.

There is no need to invoke complex theories involving

interfacial films and/or surface states to explain measured

deviations from more simple theory. We suggest that in

many of the experiments reported in the literature the

true Schottky barrier diode electrical characteristics have

been obscured by serious edge efiects, and that the hy-

brid structure eliminates these effects.

Noise Suppressed

The noise theory of Schottky barrier diodes has been

discussed in another paper.llol It was shown there that

silicon Schottky barriers with space charge fields of the

order of 10n V/cm or greater have a noise temperature

ratio tn given by

/  
* n r s o t @ _ _ t ) r )  t l lt a : * \ l +  

n I f f i + I  )

where 16e is the saturation current of the diode extrap-

olated to zero applied voltage, n is the 'ideality factor,'lel

and 1is the forward bias current. The noise temperature

ratio of a device biased to a dynamic resistance R is de-

fined as the ratio of available noise power from the de-

vice to the available noise power of a resistor R, for the

same bandwidth.
For a practical diode consisting of a barrier region and

a parasitic series resistance R", the noise temperature

ratio I of the composite structure is

Rutu * Rs
l : 7 ,  

- r  R g

where Ra is the dynamic resistance of the barrier and

Ru * R" is the total dynamic resistance of the device,

which we denote by R. In a hybrid diode structure, the

noise properties of the diode at moderate forward bias

levels should be dominated by the Schottky barrier,

so (3) and (4) should apply. This has generally been

found to be the case, apart from a small amount of excess
noise at low frequencies. Some typical data are shown
in Fig. 7. The relevant parameters were Ise = l0-e A,

I  -  2.9 X 10- '  A, n -  1.01, Rs - '75 Q, and Rr
- 925 o. The resultant ac diode resistance was 1000 o,

and the calculated noise temperature ratio was 0.55' The

data are in agreement with this value above 30 kHz,

while at lower frequencies, there is a small excess noise

component which varies approximately as 1/f.
A convenient quantity commonly used to indicate the

severity of the excess noise in these diodes is the 'noise

Fig. 7. Norse temperaturc ratio tor typical Mo-Si hy-

brid diode, biased to total dynamic resrslance ol 1000 g.

Fig. 8. Au, Mo, and Ti hybrid diode forward l-V charac'
feristlcs. Diodes were all made on the same silicon

wafer. Au dlode shows very strikingly the additional cur-
rent due to hote iniection by the p-n iunction. This p-n

iunction cutrent for the Mo and Ti diodes is essentia//y
absent because of the limiting eftect of the reverse
biased rectitying contact to the diltused ring.

(4)

1 8



corner frequency,' or simply 'noise corner.' We will de-

note it by 11g. It is defined as the frequency at which the

excess component of the diode noise is equal to the sum

of the thermal and shot noise components. The diode

in Fig. 7 has an l" of about 400 Hz The amount of ex-

cess noise has been found to vary somewhat from diode

to diode; the diode of Fig. 7 was judged to be typical and

was selected after examining several dozen diodes from

four fabrication runs. Diodes selected for lowest noise

have noise corner frequencies well below 100 Hz under

the same conditions.
In contrast to the data shown in Fig. 7, it has been

observed in our laboratories that passivated Schottky

barrier diodes fabricated by simply depositing metal in

an oxide window on a silicon wafer have noise corner

frequencies ranging from about 50 kHz to over 1 MHz

under similar bias conditions. The noise is generally ob-

served to have l/f spectrum.

We have concluded from this comparison, and from

other data, that the excess noise arises at the periphery

of the planar passivated Schottky barrier, and it is ap-

parent that the p-n junction guard ring has significantly

suppressed this excess noise.

Charge Storage Reduced

Hybrid diodes made with three different metals -

gold, molybdenum, and titanium - were studied to de-

termine their charge-storage characteristics. Fig. 8 shows

the forward I-V characteristics of the three diodes. It is

apparent from the non-constant series resistance that

the p-n junction on the gold diode is injecting at some-

what less than 1 volt, while the diodes with molybdenum

and titanium barriers are not injecting heavily even at

1.5 or 2 volts. This difference is to be expected, because

the gold barrier on the p-type diffused ring is so low that

its saturation current permits the p-n junction to conduct

large currents and hence store significant amounts of

charge. Molybdenum and titanium, on the other hand,

with their much higher barrier heights on the diftused

ring, have merely to avoid breakdown below 1 or 2 volts

to ensure relatively small amounts of stored charge. The

Schottky barriers on the diffused ring are not very close

to ideal, since they have the same oxide-interface prob-

lems as Schottky barriers without the guard ring, but

they can typically be made to withstand 2 volts before

breakdown, and occasional units will require 5 to 6 volts

for breakdown. This is adequate to prevent charge-stor-

age problems over the normal operating range of the

hvbrid diodes.

Direct measurements of charge storage in the three

types of diodes were made at forward currents of 5 mA

and 15 mA. At 5 mA, the molybdenum and titanium

diodes stored less than I picocoulomb (the estimated

accuracy of the measurement) while the gold diode stored

approximately 16 pC. At 15 mA, the gold diode stored

more than 100 pC. At this same current, which corre-

sponds to about 1.5 volts across the diode, the molybde-

num diode stored approximately 1.4 pC and the titanium

diode still did not store anv measurable charge.
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HP 5082-2800 hybrid diodes, made with molybde-
num, typically store less than 4 pC at 15 mA and have
eftective minority-carrier lifetimes less than 100 ps.
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S i  n s l e

Diode
Ouad, S i n g l e

Diode
Sing le
Diode

Br idge Ouad,
Epoxy

Encapsu la led

Rins  Ouad,
Epoxy

Encaosu la t€d

Matched

Quad,

CHARACTERISTICS Symbol

;rysg!ry rglragr ".-
REVERSE CURRENT
a t v n : ( )

HP5082-

2800
HP5082-

2804
HP5082-

2805
HP5082-

281 0
HP5082-

281 1
HP5082-

2 8 1 3
HP5082-

241 4
HP5082-

281 5 U N I T S
CONDITIONS

200
{50v)

70
r'1

20

=

.aI !I
70 70

200
(50v)

1 5

1 0 0
(8V)

V t R  =  r 0 4

200
(s0v)

100
(15V)

1 0 0
(8v)

FOBWARD VOLTAGE VF, 4 1 0 110

1 5

4 l o

35

4 1 0 4 1 0 -  l r r o; l _ 4 1 0 4 1 0

FOFWARD CUFRENT lF l 5 20 20

20

20

20

Nole  1

FOBWARD VOLTAGE
MATCH" 20

2 . 0

100

20 - 2 0 l n  =  1 . 0  t o  l o m A

CAPACITANCE CC 2.0 2.0

1 0 0

1.2 1 . 2 1 . 2

100 ps

V R - 0 . f = 1 - 0 M H

EFFECTIVE MINORITY
C A R R I E R  L I F E T I M E 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 5.OmA

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP 5082-2800 Series Hot Carrier Diodes

T^ = 25'C

"  Ereakdown vo l tage,  reverse  cur ren t ,  capac i tance,  and e l fec t i ve  minor i ty  Note  1 :  The tes t  cond i t ion  and spec i f i ca t ion  are  jn le rchanged to  make lh€
car ie r  l i l e t ime cannot  be  read i l y  ver i l ied  a f le r  assembly  and encapsu la-  tabu la t ion  sas ie r  to  read.  The ac tua l  tes t  cond i t ion  is  fo rward  cur ren t ;  the
l ;on  b€cause o l  the  shun i ing  e l fec t  o f  the  o ther  d iodes .  The encapsu la ted  ac tua l  spec i f i ca t ion  is  fo rward  vo t tage.  The fo ruard  cu i lon t  i s  t im i t6d  to
quads have lhe  same parameler  va lues  as  the  HP 5082-2815 un€ncapsu-  p revent  thermal  runawav,
Ia ted  quad pr io f  lo  assembly  and encapsu la t ion .

"  Quads and pa i rs  hav ing  add i t iona l  and/or  t igh ter  match ing  are  ava i tab te
upon request .  P lease contac t  the  loca l  HP f ie ld  sa les  o f f j ce .

P R I C E S :
1 100 1000

to to to
99 999 4999

HP 5082-2800 0.99 0.75 0_55
5082-2804 2.20 1.90
5082-2805 4.40 3.75
5082-2810 2.50 2.10
5082 2811 1.25 1.00
5082-2813 12.m 10_20
5042-2414 12.00 10.20
5082-2815 6.00 5.10

ABSOLUTE MAXI I IUM RATITGS
PD ss  Power  D lss ipa t ion  @ T^  =  25 'C 250 mW lNote  2)
T^  Opera t ing  Temp€re ture  Range -65 'Cto  +zOO'C
TsrG Storage Tempera ture  Range -65"Cto  +200"C

Not€  2 :  As  measured us ing  an  in l in i te  hea i  s ink .
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